
Solitude has quite an attractive base village with lodging at the 46-room Inn at Solitude 

and an array of shops, condos, bars and cafes. There are 10 places to dine on the peak 

and in the village.

Frequent guests at Brighton camp out in the rustic 20-unit Brighton Lodge by the lifts. 

The hot tub always fills up by 4.

Most visitors elect to bed down in Salt Lake City, which is usually a 40-50 minute drive to 

the two resorts. We rode the UTA bus ( www.skicity.com ) which has some nice 

connections o and good price deals o between the city and Brighton, Solitude, Alta and 

Snowbird.

Speaking of prices, there are several reduced price options online for lift tickets.

If you are an adult and just walk up mid-week, the ticket is $109 at Solitude and $89 at 

Brighton.

www.brightonresort.com

solitudemountain.com
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Alta and Snowbird O Utah 

neighbors share a bounty of 

exquisite powder
February 9, 2019 Jerry Rice
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By Bob Goligoski

Alta and Snowbird sit side-by-side about 45 minutes outside Salt Lake City in one of the 

snowiest places in the country. That would be Little Cottonwood Canyon where some 

550 inches of light, low-moisture powder drifts down virtually every winter.

These two have been elevated by skiers into a Ski Resorts Hall of Fame. Alta opened in 

1938 and Snowbird in 1971.

Way back when, this was mining country. I did not see many vestiges of the mines when 

I visited the two resorts in late January. But the canyon still sticks to its traditional values 

which I guess is why snowboarders are banned from the Alta slopes.

Snowbird is big, full of powder-happy bowls, cliff jumps and daring terrain. Some 168 

runs cascade down from the 11,000-foot summit of Hidden Peak. Eleven speedy lifts, 

including the 125-passenger tram to the top, keep snowboarders and skiers on the 

slopes.

Snowbird also has the longest ski tunnel in the country which skiers and riders glide 

through on their way to Mineral Basin.

Alta boasts 116 runs and a bevy of quick lifts. It has more of an intimate feel than 

Snowbird and has more terrain for novices and intermediates. The slopes are tighter and 

have more trees that makes for better visibility on flat light days.

If you go, plan on lunch at the Summit at the top of the Snowbird tram. The place is full of 

healthy organic dishes based on French rotisserie traditions. The menu includes gluten-

free pizza.

Alta Ski Area receives more snow than nearly any other mountain resort in Utah — 540-

plus inches on average every year. (Photo by Amy David/Courtesy Alta Ski Area)
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I like groomed single black diamonds and there are few better than Regulator Johnson 

off the top. Or take the slower, winding Chipœs run which spirals down for 2.5 miles. The 

best intermediate slopes are in Gad Valley.

For those who search for impeccably groomed intermediate runs, Alta has many 

choices. Two of the best were Rock ŒN Roll and Rollercoaster.

The two resorts are widely known for some of the lightest powder in the West. The 

weather Gods dump the higher moisture snow around the West Coast and by the time 

the storms hit Utah, the powder is insanely fluffy.

Utah is having a great snow year. In early 

February, Alta and Snowbird were already 

approaching nearly 400 inches of snow. But 

all that snow can come with a price. In mid-

January, an avalanche shut down the road to 

the two resorts for nearly 24 hours.

Andria Huskinson, public relations manager at 

Alta, told me that thanks to the superb snow 

and other factors, business was up 30 percent 

so far over the previous season.

Both resorts typically have an extended late 

season. Alta usually gets about seven feet of 

snow in April.

Snowbird has several high-rise hotels at the 

base. Alta has a number of more traditional 

sleeping spots including Alta Lodge, Snowpine 

and Rustler Lodge. Expect to really lighten 

your wallet if you sleep at the resorts.

We opted to check in to a hotel in Salt Lake City. That was after we perused the Ski City 

website o www.skicity.com  o for info on bus connections.

It really worked out. For $400, our Ski City pass entitled us to ski four resorts in Little and 

Big Cottonwood canyons and the pass was good for bus transportation to and from the 

resorts.

Snowbird has a variety of 

terrain so all skill levels can 

enjoy time on the slopes. (Photo 

courtesy Snowbird)
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Take some time to explore the historical facets of the two resorts. At one time, Alta 

boasted 18,000 residents, making it the largest city in Utah. Now the year-round 

population has dwindled to about 400.

www.alta.com

www.snowbird.com
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Mammoth Mountain: Super 

snowfall slams Sierra Nevada 

resort
February 5, 2019 Jerry Rice

Windshield wipers give away the location of several vehicles buried under the snow. 

(Photo courtesy Peter Morning/MMSA)
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